Modeling the Spread of Disease - Influenza
By: Antonella Basso and Tisha Naipaul
Introduction:
The following paper provides a detailed outline of an explorative mathematical modeling project.
The aim of this group project was to use Python to explore the SIR Model, which W. O.
Kermack and A. G. McKendrick developed in 1927 (Kermack and McKendrick 1927), and
provides a simulation of the following:
(I) Consider the famous case mentioned in a 1978 British Medical Journal article, which reported
the spread of Influenza in a boys’ boarding school (closed environment) for this example:
●
●

●

●
●

There are 763 boys in a boarding school
Assume there are no births, deaths, immigration, or emigration during the time of the
simulation.
On the first day of the simulation, only 1 boy has the flu, which is unfamiliar to the other
boys.
The epidemic lasts 14 days
There are 56 total time steps as the simulation is looked at every ¼ day

To model the spread of the disease, over the 14 days, the SIR Model is used, which precisely
considers the following three populations:
●
●
●

Susceptibles (S): have no immunity from the disease.
Infecteds (I): have the disease and can spread it to others.
Recovereds (R): have recovered from the disease and are immune to further infection.

Having been given the preliminary code for the simulation, the goal of the project was to gain a
deeper understanding of the SIR Model and to observe the roles that other factors play in the
spread of the disease by modifying the code to respond to the following:
1. Adjust the SIR model to allow for vaccination of susceptible boys. Assume that 15% are
vaccinated each day, and make a simplifying assumption that immunization begins
immediately. Discuss the effect on the duration and intensity of the epidemic. Consider
the impact of other vaccination rates.
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2. Adjust the SIR model to allow for vaccination of susceptible boys. Assume that 15% are
vaccinated each day and that immunization begins after 3 days. Discuss the effect on the
duration and intensity of the epidemic. Consider the impact of other vaccination rates.
3. Adjust the SIR model to allow for vaccination of susceptible boys. Assume that all
children are vaccinated 2 days before a boy comes down with the flu and that
immunization begins after 4 days. Discuss the effect on the duration and intensity of the
epidemic. (I)
In addition to responding to these questions, we were asked to consider the impact of other
vaccination rates to further explore the relationship between the number of boys vaccinated and
the number of boys that contract the disease. In other words, we were asked to analyse the
effectiveness of taking preventative measures (immunizations). To explore this relationship we
seeked to answer the following:
●

●

How would changing the percentage of boys vaccinated per day from 15% to 7.5% and
30% affect the total number of susceptibles, infecteds and recovereds at the end of the 14
days if the vaccines were effective immediately (as in question 1)?
How would changing the time it takes for the vaccination to work from 4 days to 8 days
affect the spread of the flu when all the boys are vaccinated 2 days before the start of the
simulation (as in question 3)?

Explanation of the Mathematics:
In order to predict the spread of disease, we must understand the math behind an SIR model. The
Susceptible boys are the boys that have a chance of catching the disease. We calculate their
growth rate with the equation
dS
kb
dt = − ( N )SI .
The k is the number of contacts a boy will make in a day, the b is the chance of catching the
disease, and the N is the total population of boys. This multiplier is commonly referred to as r. It
is then multiplied by the number of susceptible boys and the number of infected boys. In this
case, we are assuming that the boys contact an average of 33.3 boys per day, and there is a 5%
chance of catching the flu per encounter. Then our infection rate (r) would equal 0.00218. The
Recovered boys are the boys who have had the disease and have recovered from it. To calculate
the growth rate of the recovered boys is much simpler since it is proportional to the number of
infected boys. We use the equation
dR
dt = aI
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where a is the rate at which the boys recover and the I is the number of infected boys. In this
case, we are assuming that the boys are sick with the flu for an average of 2 days. This means
that a = ½ (t in days). With this information we can calculate the growth rate of the Infected
boys. The infected boys are the susceptible boys who caught the disease. We calculate their
growth rate with the equation
dI
dS
dR
dt = − dt − dt .
With this basic concept of an SIR model and the Python code to accompany it, we were able to
build upon it and model an SVIR model.
Code:
The initial Python code that we were given follows the basic assumptions that were discussed in
the introduction. We are dealing with a closed environment with no births and no deaths. We
start the code by declaring these assumptions based on the SIR math that was explained
previously.

The first line calculates the number of iterations the code will run through which is based on the
total number of days (simLength = 14) and the Δt (DT = 0.25) in days. We are starting our model
at t = 0. The next part assigns a value to the variable ‘susceptibles’. This variable starts at 762
which is the number of boys at the school who have not had the flu.One boy came to school with
the flu, which is represented by the variable ‘infecteds’, and no boys have recovered from the flu
at the beginning of our model, which is the variable ‘recovereds’. The next declaration is the
value of the infection rate (r), followed by the value of the recovery rate (a). These values are
used to calculate the growth rate of susceptible boys (get_sick) and the growth rate of the
recovered boys (recover). We use the equation for ‘get_sick’ from the dS/dt equation and the
equation for ‘recover’ from the dR/dt equation. With these basic assumptions we can move into
our for loop to start calculating the spread of disease.
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The for loop runs through the number of iterations (based on DT and simLength) which is every
6 hours in this case. The first line in the loop starts calculating the time t in days. This will be
useful when we start graphing. Then we start calculating the growth of the susceptible
population. This growth rate should be negative since we are assuming that there is no way for
the total population to increase and the recovered boys can’t become susceptible again, so the
rate ‘get_sick’ is negative. We add this rate to the previous number of susceptible boys and then
multiply the whole equation by Δt to get the number of boys who haven’t gotten the flu yet. The
next equation calculates the number of boys infected by the flu in the last 6 hours. This rate is
determined by the rate of boys getting sick (get_sick) - the rate of the boys who are recovering
(recover). This rate is added to the number of boys already infected and then multiplied by Δt to
get the number of boys who have gotten the flu. The next equation calculates the number of boys
who have recovered from the flu in the last 6 hours, which is the number of boys already
recovered added to the rate the boys are recovering, and then multiplied by the Δt. The last two
equations update the rate at which the boys are getting sick and the rate at which they are
recovering based on the new values of SIR which we just calculated. We add these populations
to lists and put them in a dataframe so that we can create a graph and see the spread of disease.
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Questions:
(1) The first simulation we ran introduced a vaccine into the environment. We are assuming
that 15% of the susceptible boys receive a flu vaccine every day starting on day 1. Once a
boy is vaccinated, he moves immediately to the recovered population.

We introduce an if statement into the for loop which determines whether or not a day has
passed. A new variable has been added: ‘vaccinated_boys’. This variable is the number
of boys vaccinated each day. This is calculated by multiplying the number of susceptible
boys by the percent of boys getting vaccinated (vac_percent), which is 0.15 in this case.
We then subtract this number from the number of susceptible boys and add this number
to the number of recovered boys every day. Otherwise, we run the code normally.
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As we would expect from introducing a vaccine into a closed environment, it takes less
time for the number of recovered boys to overcome the number of susceptible boys. In
the original graph, we saw this change happen around the 7th day, while it occurs around
the 5th day in this model. The difference between each day is to be expected as well, since
the vaccine is administered every day. Hardly any boys actually get the flu, about 28 boys
at most around the 7th day, so there is a lower chance of the susceptible boys getting
infected as well. Thus, the number of recovered boys would be slightly lower in this
model. One may be inclined to think that since the final number of recovereds is lower
with the introduction of the vaccine that the vaccine is inefficient. However, it is
important to note that the total amount of infecteds at the end of the simulation without
the vaccine is significantly higher. Moreover, the number of susceptibles is higher in this
model because as mentioned, the number of boys that actually get infected is lower.
Therefore, the total number of boys without the flu is higher in the SVIR model than in
the SIR model (that is, the combined number of susceptibles and recovereds).
(2) The second simulation we ran included a vaccine with a delay in the effectiveness. Just
like the previous problem, a vaccine was administered every day to 15% of the
susceptible boys. This time the vaccine starts working three days after it is administered.
In our simulation, this means that if a boy is vaccinated on day 1, then his vaccine will
start working at 12:00am on day 4.
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This question gave us the most trouble, since we decided not to incorporate a vaccination
rate. All our vaccines start working immediately on the day that they are supposed to. We
decided to incorporate 3 additional variables in our code in order to keep track of the
number of boys who will recover on the 4th day and how many boys who were
vaccinated get sick every day. The idea is that we have four groups: unvaccinated,
vaccinated, infected, and recovered. If you are vaccinated, you have three choices: get
infected, recover (if 3 days have passed), or move on and get added to the next group of
vaccinated boys. If you are unvaccinated, you have two choices: get infected, or move on
and a portion of you will get vaccinated the next day. The infected group is the number of
boys who are vaccinated but still sick plus the number of boys who are unvaccinated and
got sick. The susceptible group is just the number of boys who are unvaccinated since we
account for the vaccinated boys getting sick later on in the code.
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In this section of the code, we have confirmed that three days have passed with an if
statement. This means that the boys who were vaccinated three days ago will now be
considered “recovered.” First, we update the variables ‘vaccinated_twodaysago’,
‘vaccinated_yesterday’, and ‘vaccinated_today’ to account for the boys who got sick
even though they were vaccinated. We update the number of boys vaccinated today,
update the number of boys who still haven’t been vaccinated, and then finally calculate
the number of boys who recovered from the flu, including the remaining boy who were
vaccinated two days ago.
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This section of the code is very similar to the first. This section accounts for the days
before the first vaccinations start to kick in. Everything is calculated in the same way, the
only thing is that the number of recovered boys does not include the boys who were
vaccinated two day ago because it hasn’t been that long yet.

This final part of the code updates each variable for all the other times(t) that aren’t
12:00am on that day. These formulas update every 6 hours (Δt). The number of
vaccinated boys all update to account for the boys who got sick in those last 6 hours. The
number of susceptibles and the number of recovereds update like the original SIR model.
The infecteds includes the number of boys who were vaccinated, but still got sick in the
last 6 hours.
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In this graph we can see how this epidemic differs from the others. The number of
infected boys isn't close to the number of boys with the flu in the original model, which is
to be expected when introducing a vaccine into the environment. It’s still larger than the
number of infected boys in model 1, which is due to the 3 day delay in the effectiveness
of the vaccination. Since there are more boys that are still able to catch the disease, there
are more boys who are likely to catch the disease.
(3) In the third simulation, the adults were prepared for flu season and administered flu shots
to all 762 boys two days before the one boy gets the flu. Unfortunately, the shot doesn’t
start working until four days after the vaccination. This means that the boys have a
chance of catching the flu for two days of the simulation.
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The only change to the initial statements is that the number of vaccinated boys
(vaccinated_boys) starts at 762. We then introduce an if statement that checks to see if it
is day two. If it is day two, then we subtract the number of vaccinated boys from the
susceptible boys, since the vaccination kicks in on day two. Then we calculate the
infecteds normally and add the number of vaccinated boys to the recovereds. All the
vaccinated boys are considered recovered on the 2nd day. If t < 2, then the number of
susceptibles, infecteds, and recovereds calculates normally, and the number of vaccinated
boys is affected by the infecteds (vaccinated_boys - (infection_rate * vaccinated_boys *
infecteds), since some of the vaccinated boys get infected during the two days before the
vaccine becomes effective. Otherwise, t > 2 and the model runs like the original SIR
model.
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We start with hardly any change in the susceptibles and the vaccinateds, which both start
at 762, and a similar change in the infecteds and recovereds, which both start at zero. As
expected, the largest effect on the graph happens on day 2, which is when the vaccine
starts working. In our simulation, the vaccine starts working immediately on day 2, so
there is a dramatic drop in the number of susceptible boys and an incredible increase in
the number of recovered boys. Because the vaccine starts working too quickly, there isn’t
any time for the flu to really spread. We only have a few unlucky boys who manage to
get infected in the first 2 days of the simulation. We do have a remainder of 12
susceptible boys who will probably stay susceptible since the number of infected boys is
less than one, so there is little to no chance of these boys catching the flu.
Further Analysis:
To provide further analysis on the effect of changing the vaccine parameter in the SVIR
simulation, we looked precisely at the impact that changing the number of susceptible boys
vaccinated each day from 15% to 7.5% and 30% in first project question would have on the
spread of the disease and thus the final number of susceptibles, infecteds and recoverds at the
end of the 14 days (56 time steps). Moreover, we looked at the effects of changing the time it
takes for the vaccination to work from 4 days to 6 days on the spread of the flu when all the boys
are vaccinated 2 days before the start of the simulation as in question 3.
In response to the first part of the first exploratory question, we used the same code that was used
to arrive at the results for question 1, slightly modified to use a vaccination percentage of 7.5%
(the original percentage divided by 2). The following table shows the results of this modification
every two days:
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As expected, decreasing the percentage of boys that are vaccinated each day negatively affects
the total number of susceptible, infected and recovered boys at the end of the 14 day simulation.
Surprisingly however, this effect is not significantly large. Despite having reduced the number of
boys that are vaccinated by half, the numerical difference by the end of the simulation is not at
all drastic. For example, the number of recovereds by the end of this simulation is only about 21
less than in the one where 15% were vaccinated (as in question 1). Similarly, the difference in
susceptibles is only about 7, while 15 in infecteds. This may indicate that since the number of
boys that were vaccinated each day was already so small at 15%, decreasing it wouldn’t have a
significant impact on the overall spread of the flu. Moreover, the total number of boys without
the flu at the end of the simulation goes from about 757 to approximately 744, a difference of 15
boys. This shows (as well as the difference in infecteds) that 15 more boys would not have the
flu at the end of the simulation if the percentage of boys that are vaccinated was twice as large
(15%). The following graph models this outcome:
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Due to the fact that the behaviors of the variables in this model are almost indistinguishable from
the ones observed in the graph corresponding to question 1, the following graph was made to
clearly see the difference between this change in vaccination percentage:

This graph shows the change between the original effect of the number of boys vaccinated each
day (15% as in question 1) on the spread of the flu (shown in black) and the effect of the lowered
vaccination percentage of 7.5% (shown in orange). This better shows that despite the resulting
populations at the end of the simulation being very close together, the gap is still quite large
during the simulation. Moreover, the number of boys that get infected during this time is much
larger (when less boys are vaccinated each day).
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In response to the second part of the first exploratory question, we used the same code that was
used to arrive at the results for questions 1 (in the project questions) and the first part of the first
exploratory question, slightly modified to use a vaccination percentage of 30% (the original
percentage multiplied by 2). The following table shows the results of this modification every two
days:

As can be observed, the difference here is much more drastic. Doubling the number of boys that
are vaccinated each day has a much greater effect on the total number of susceptible, infected
and recovered boys at the end of the 14 day simulation than dividing the number of boys
vaccinated by 2. For example, the number of recovereds by the end of this simulation is 758,
about 47 more than in the one where 15% were vaccinated (as in question 1). Additionally, there
are about 43 less succeptables and 4 less infecteds in this simulation. Precisely, there are no
infecteds (when rounded) in this simulation. That is, doubling the number of boys that are
vaccinated each day results in having no boys with the flu at the end of the simulation. This
shows that the immunizations can be very effective in reducing the spread of the disease when
administered to a percentage of the population that is large enough (above 30%). The following
graph visually represents the spread of the flu when 30% of susceptible boys each day:
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As in the first part of the first exploratory question, since the behavior of these functions is too
similar to the behavior of the ones observed in the graph corresponding to question 1, the
following graph was made to see the difference between this change in vaccination percentage
more easily:

This graph shows the change between the original effect of the number of susceptible boys
vaccinated each day on the spread of the flu (15% vaccination percentage as in question 1) which
is shown in black, and the effect of the doubled vaccination percentage of 30% on the spread of
the flu (shown in orange). Both graphs display a very similar pattern. The one with an increased
vaccination percentage however, is shifted to the left because boys recover and move away from
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being susceptible much earlier on in the simulation due to the larger amount of boys being
vaccinated. Moreover, this simulation’s graph is wider showing a faster rate of recovery and rate
at which boys become no longer susceptible.
In response to the second exploratory question, we used the same code that was used to arrive at
the results for question 3, slightly modified so the vaccination becomes effective after 8 days
instead of 4. This means that the code needs to focus on day 6 instead of day 2.
The following table shows the results of this modification every two days:

As we can observe, the end result is pretty similar when we look at the susceptibles, infecteds,
and the recovereds. The drastic difference between the two models is that the number of
infecteds in this model increases exponentially between the 2nd and 7th days. At one point, the
number of infected boys in this model reaches over 200 while in Model 3 the number of infected
boys only reaches 7. Another drastic difference between the two models is the number of boys
vaccinated each day. In Model 3, the boys who receive a vaccination don’t have time to come
into contact with enough infected boys for there to be any real change. In this model the boys
who were vaccinated are getting sick just like they would if they weren’t vaccinated. By the time
the vaccination starts working, there aren’t a lot of boys left to impact the number of recovereds.
In this case, the vaccination doesn’t have enough impact on the original SIR model for the
vaccination to be worth it.
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In the following graph, we can really see the impact that the delay in the effectiveness of the
vaccine has on the spread of the disease.
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To compare the final results of every simulation created above and predict the most effective
measures that can be taken during an Influenza epidemic, the following table was created:
Susceptibles

Infecteds

Recovereds

No Vaccine

29

21

713

Model 1

48

4

711

Model 2

12

9

665

Model 3

25

0

738

Model 4

55

19

689

Model 5

5

0

758

Model 6

32

20

711

Based on these rounded results, it is evident that Model 3 is the most effective way to prevent the
spread of disease (exact values show that Model 3 had 0.026686 infected while Model 5 had
0.129702), where Model 3 shows the simulation in which all boys are vaccinated 2 days before
the simulation and the vaccines become effective 4 days after (2 days into the simulation). We
also see that Model 3 is more effective than Model 5 by looking at the number of recovered
boys. Model 3 has a smaller number of recovered boys, which implies that there was a smaller
number of infected boys during the simulation who needed to recover. This may be due to the
fact that everyone was vaccinated prior to the introduction of the flu into this environment and
the time it takes for the vaccine to start working is much smaller. Despite not being as effective
as Model 3, Model 5 (simulation in which 30% of susceptible boys are vaccinated each day with
a vaccination that is effective immediately) is also promising in reducing the spread of the flu.
However, this is a less realistic measure to opt for as it isn’t likely that a vaccine will be effective
right away. That said, vaccinating the whole population as soon as possible is not only more
feasible, but slightly more effective.
What Could We Have Done Differently?:
The main thing we could have done differently was introduce a vaccination rate. Instead of
continuing the kind of behavior in the first model (immediate effectiveness), we could have
gradually introduced the vaccination into the environment. There wouldn’t be such a drastic drop
in the number of susceptible boys in model 3, but a gradual decrease as the vaccination got more
and more effective as it approached the fourth day. This kind of behavior would be similar in
model 2. The graph would look similar, but we predict that the susceptibles and the recovereds
would increase and decrease at a more constant rate, before tapering off towards zero and 762.
We could have introduced a quarantine after a certain number of boys were confirmed to have
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gotten infected. This would decrease the number of boys who get sick in the long run. We would
expect that the number of susceptibles would reach a constant that was above zero and the
number of recovereds would never reach the total population since some of the boys were
protected because of the quarantine.
Conclusion:
This project allowed for the study of a simulation of the spread on Influenza through a closed
environment given the previously mentioned constraints. Using an SIR model, allowed for the
prediction of the number of boys who would be infected with the disease, who would be
recovered from the disease, and who would be still vulnerable to the disease at a given time.
Python was used to display this SIR model as well as SVIR models that formed a large part of
the project’s analysis. In each model, we were able to see how different versions of a flu vaccine
had an impact on the overall spread of the epidemic. As mentioned previously, the most difficult
model was the vaccination with a 3 day delay. We understood the overall concept of what we
were trying to achieve, but we struggled with how to transfer that knowledge into Python. The
resulting code we came up with fits the idea and we believe it to be correct. Unfortunately, we
struggled with this model for so long that we failed to look into any further analysis of the
problem. We did predict how introducing a quarantine could impact the spread of the epidemic
in the previous section. Overall, we would recommend that the school doctors find a fast acting
vaccine (preferably one that starts working immediately) and vaccinate as many boys that they
can at a given time in order to reduce the number of boys who get infected. If they are unable to
do this, then we recommend implementing a quarantine to reduce the amount of contact between
the boys and advise everyone to wash their hands and cover their mouths when they sneeze and
cough.
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